A day at campus in 2025 – Football Course
Context - background of the story

• Up to 8 hours is permissible in a day to do outside activities because of the destroyed ozone
layer.
• The School is really strict.
• The school has various nationalities as groups. Brazilian and Japanese groups are the two largest
groups.
• Half of students are Brazilians in the School
• Students bet their lunch on a school football game everyday. Winners can have lunch but losers
cannot eat lunch that is the rule of the school. This is the life and death game for their daily life.
Gaining 100 victories is a stipulation for graduation from the school.

Verse 1 - Meeting at locker room
The game, Japanese team versus Brazilian
team will come very soon. However, they
have a problem about the lack of a player,
the blank position is the keeper. They are
confused and have no idea how to get over
this situation… One hand is raised. It is
Yoshie’s hand. She says I will be the keeper.
They are negative for her offer because their
opponent is the Brazilian team, this is the
strictest team to gain the victory. She knows
about it but does not change her mind.

• Brazilian team is a powerhouse because some players have experience playing football as part
of the Brazilian side. This strength keeps away the victory of Japanese team and makes them
stressful.
• At that time, Takatani and Yoshie come to the School as transfer students. Takatani belonged to
the National Japanese team and Yoshie is a famous fashion model in Japan. Takatani was a national player. Yoshie was famous as a fashion model in the world.
• The Japanese team has been losing games and the fact makes their school life hard… At 6:30 am,
they are forcibly woken up by the housemaster every morning, then they have to catch fish for
their breakfast. At 8:00 am, they have a meeting in order to form a strategy to win the daily game.
Yoshie tells them about the features of the Brazilian team.

Verse 3 - Hunting for lunch
Yet, Japanese team lost the victory. Takatani and
Yoshie gives loser team their advice. To win the
game, hunting and eating fish at the swamp is best
way. Japanese players go to the swamp to hunt fish.
However, fish are man-eating fish. Team work is
essential to get fish. Japanese players were noticed
it by Takatani and Yoshie. Players could get fish by
their team-work. Players have known about the
importance of collaboration. Thus, any players have
no idea to lose the game by Brazilian team…

Verse 2 - The football match

Verse 4 - at the swimming pool

The Japanese team approach the penalty
area by their pass and dribble. Takatani
has the ball and pulls the last forward
out. Then, the battle goes serious between
Takatani and the Brazilian keeper. The
keeper attacks Takatani to take the ball.
Takatani falls down on the ground. The ball
goes to just beside Brazilian goal net; the
goal net is not touched by the ball.

People enjoy doing water slider, TV and
Pub. The pool is the place that Japanese
team and Brazilian team can relax with
each other without antagonistic mind.
Such as night life has no border that is
why everyone love it. The pool makes
the best time for their prize. Today, all
students bask in the afterglow with good
relationship and will start next day.

